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Logistic regression analysis examines the influence of various factors on a dichotomous outcome by

estimating the probability of the event’s occurrence. It does this by examining the relationship between

one or more independent variables and the log odds of the dichotomous outcome by calculating changes

in the log odds of the dependent as opposed to the dependent variable itself. The log odds ratio is the

ratio of two odds and it is a summary measure of the relationship between two variables. The use of the

log odds ratio in logistic regression provides a more simplistic description of the probabilistic relationship

of the variables and the outcome in comparison to a linear regression by which linear relationships and

more rich information can be drawn.

There are two models of logistic regression to include binomial/binary logistic regression and multinomial

logistic regression. Binary logistic regression is typically used when the dependent variable is

dichotomous and the independent variables are either continuous or categorical variables. Logistic

regression is best used in this condition. When the dependent variable is not dichotomous and is

comprised of more than two cases, a multinomial logistic regression can be employed. Also referred to

as logit regression, multinomial logistic regression has very similar results to binary logistic regression.

Data:

Dependent variable dichotomous (categorical) (wearing a Seatbelt/ no Seatbelt). If not, multinomial

(logit) regression should be used

Independent variables: interval or categorical

Assumptions:

1.  Assumes a linear relationship between the logit of the IVs and DVs

 However, does not assume a liner relationship between the actual dependent and independent

variables

2.  The sample is ‘large’- reliability of estimation declines when there are only a few cases

3.  Ivs are not linear functions of each other

4.  Normal distribution is not necessary or assumed for the dependent variable.



5.  Homoscedasticity is not necessary for each level of the independent variables.

6.  Normally distributed description of errors are not assumed.

7.  The independent variables need not be interval level

Example:
Following is an analysis of the influence of age of injury and cause of accident and the location of the
accident (in or out of the individual’s county). Only cases of individuals age 16 and over were selected
for this analysis.

Frequencies:

Statistics

accident in same county
271

0

Valid

Missing

N

accident in same county

103 38.0 38.0 38.0

168 62.0 62.0 100.0

271 100.0 100.0

no
yes

Total

Valid
Frequency Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulativ
e Percent

Logistic Regression output:
_

      Total number of cases:      271 (Unweighted)
      Number of selected cases:   271
      Number of unselected cases: 0

      Number of selected cases:                 271
      Number rejected because of missing data:  0
      Number of cases included in the analysis: 271

This Information should be compared to descriptive stats to check for possible errors in case
selection, etc.

This section shows
how many cases are
used in the logistic
regression analysis



Dependent Variable Encoding:

Original       Internal
Value          Value
       0       0
       1       1
_

Parameter
Value Freq  Coding

CAUSE
 MVA-driver 1 111
 MVA-passenger 2 34
 MVA-pedestrian 3 23
 motorcycle-ATV 4 35
 assault  6 23
 fall 7 19
 other 8 20
 MVA-bicycle 9 6

This the parameterization of the category independent variables. The last category of each
variable is always all zeros, which specifies omitted values for a set of dummy variables.
These are x values and  they are multiplied by the logit coefficicients to extablish predicted
values for the DV.

Dependent Variable..   COUNSAME   accident in same county

Beginning Block Number  0.  Initial Log Likelihood Function

-2 Log Likelihood   359.94233

* Constant is included in the model.

 This section presents the
coding for the DV and the

categorical variables
included in the analysis

This information (2 Log…) can be
compared against later  complex
models analyzing this information
along with the IVs.



This is an initial chi square (2LL) which accepts the null hypothesis. It will later be compared
to the corresponding 2LL when the IVs.

Beginning Block Number  1.  Method: Enter

Variable(s) Entered on Step Number
1..       AGEINJUR  age at time of injury
          CAUSE     cause of injury

Estimation terminated at iteration number 3 because
Log Likelihood decreased by less than .01 percent.

 -2 Log Likelihood      350.344
 Goodness of Fit        270.444
 Cox & Snell - R^2         .035
 Nagelkerke - R^2          .047

The 2LL estimate the likelihood that the observed values of the DV may be predicted
from the observed values of the IVs.

Chi-Square    df Significance

 Model                           9.598     8        .2944
 Block                          9.598     8        .2944
 Step                           9.598     8        .2944

The above Chi square analyses are used to test the significance of the logistic model. As seen
above in the row labeled Model, this model is not significant. Thus, accepting the null
hypothesis that the IVs are not related to DV.

---------- Hosmer and Lemeshow Goodness-of-Fit Test-----------

    COUNSAME = no               COUNSAME = yes

Group   Observed    Expected    Observed    Expected     Total

    1     15.000      14.132      12.000      12.868    27.000
    2     10.000      12.474      17.000      14.526    27.000
    3     15.000      11.432      12.000      15.568    27.000
    4      7.000      10.996      20.000      16.004    27.000
    5     11.000      11.206      17.000      16.794    28.000
    6     13.000      10.614      14.000      16.386    27.000
    7     10.000      10.373      17.000      16.627    27.000

These measures
determine how well
the model fits the

data.

This represents the amount of
variance that was accounted

for.

 Reminder of the
IVs and the order

they were
entered.



    8      8.000       9.343      19.000      17.657    27.000
    9      9.000       6.940      18.000      20.060    27.000
   10      5.000       5.490      22.000      21.510    27.000

                          Chi-Square    df Significance

Goodness-of-fit test     7.4914     8        .4847
--------------------------------------------------------------
A goodness of fit analysis and observed and expected frequencies using a Chi Square
analysis are computed to predict probability.  In this test of goodness of fit, the categories are
divided into groups, beginning with the most significant relationship to the least significant.
Then Chi square is done. This model did not reach significance and once again the null
hypothesis is accepted. This suggests that the model’s estimates did not fit the data at an
acceptable level and problems (violation of assumptions are likely)

 ----------------- Variables in the Equation ------------------

Variable           B      S.E.     Wald    df      Sig       R

AGEINJUR    -.0099     .0127    .6039     1    .4371   .0000
CAUSE
 CAUSE(1)     -.3237     .8902    .1322     1    .7161   .0000
 CAUSE(2)     -.3699     .9373    .1558     1    .6931   .0000
 CAUSE(3)     -.2515     .9684    .0675     1    .7951   .0000
 CAUSE(4)     -.7689     .9327    .6795     1    .4097   .0000
 CAUSE(5)      .6239    1.0062    .3845     1    .5352   .0000
 CAUSE(6)      .7034    1.0397    .4577     1    .4987   .0000
 CAUSE(7)      .1479     .9966    .0220     1    .8820   .0000
Constant       .9865     .9491   1.0804     1    .2986

As indicated by the significance levels, no significant relationships appear to exist among any
other variables (categories).

                        95% CI for Exp(B)
Variable       Exp(B)     Lower     Upper

AGEINJUR        .9902     .9658    1.0152
CAUSE(1)        .7235     .1264    4.1414
CAUSE(2)        .6908     .1100    4.3369
CAUSE(3)        .7776     .1165    5.1890
CAUSE(4)        .4635     .0745    2.8842

This statistic test the
significance of each of the

covariates and dummy
independents in the model

This indicates
the significance
level of the Wald
statistic.

 This is the
standard error

used to compute
the Z score for
the coefficient.



CAUSE(5)       1.8662     .2597   13.4105
CAUSE(6)       2.0207     .2633   15.5065
CAUSE(7)       1.1594     .1644    8.1761

Correlation Matrix:

           Constant  AGEINJUR  CAUSE(1)  CAUSE(2)  CAUSE(3)  CAUSE(4)  CAUSE(5)
Constant        1.00000   -.40295   -.90286   -.86850   -.82228   -.86492   -.77221
AGEINJUR   -.40295   1.00000    .02432    .05047    .00342    .03128   -.04436
CAUSE(1)    -.90286    .02432   1.00000    .90552    .87532    .90948    .84130
CAUSE(2)    -.86850    .05047    .90552   1.00000    .83140    .86461    .79778
CAUSE(3)    -.82228    .00342    .87532    .83140   1.00000    .83540    .77416
CAUSE(4)    -.86492    .03128    .90948    .86461    .83540   1.00000    .80255
CAUSE(5)    -.77221   -.04436    .84130    .79778    .77416    .80255   1.00000
CAUSE(6)    -.72746   -.09220    .81297    .76957    .74903    .77513    .72530
CAUSE(7)    -.80196    .01057    .85075    .80826    .78180    .81201    .75195
_

           CAUSE(6)  CAUSE(7)
Constant       -.72746   -.80196
AGEINJUR   -.09220    .01057
CAUSE(1)     .81297    .85075
CAUSE(2)     .76957    .80826
CAUSE(3)     .74903    .78180
CAUSE(4)     .77513    .81201
CAUSE(5)     .72530    .75195
CAUSE(6)    1.00000    .72718
CAUSE(7)     .72718   1.00000

Likely the sample was not large enough and not enough data was included in the various categories to
conclude any relationships among the independent and dependent variables.


